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The Twenty-Fourth 
University of Minnesota, M orris 
Commencement Ceremo nies 
at Seven -Thirty O'Clock 
Friday, the Twelfth of June, 
Nineteen H undred and Eighty-Seven 
Morris, Minnesota 
Board of Regents 
University of Minnesota 
HONORABLE WENDELL R. ANDERSON, WAYZATA 
HONORABLE CHARLES H. CASEY, D.V.M. , WEST CONCORD 
HONORABLE M. ELIZABETH CRAIG, MINNETONKA 
HONORABLE JACK P. GRAHEK, ELY 
HONORABLE WALLY HILKE, ST. PAUL 
HONORABLE ELTON A. KUDERER, FAIRMONT 
HONORABLE DAVID M. LEBEDOFF, MINNEAPOLIS 
HONORABLE CHARLES F. MCGUIGGAN, MARSHALL 
HONORABLE WENDA W. MOORE, MINNEAPOLIS 
HONORABLE DAVID K. ROE, MINNEAPOLIS 
HONORABLE STANLEY D. SAHLSTROM, CROOKSTON 
HONORABLE MARY T. SCHERTLER, ST. PAUL 
PRESIDENT KENNETH H. KELLER 
Morris Campus Administration 
JOHN Q . IMHOLTE, CHANCELLOR 
ELIZABETH S. BLAKE, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND DEAN 
GARY L. MCGRATH, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
DANIEL V. NOBLE, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR FINANCE 
TED L. UNDERWOOD, CHAIR 
Division of the Social Sciences 
C. FREDERICK FARRELL, CHAIR 
Division of the Humanities 
CRAIG M. KISSOCK, CHAIR 
Division of Education 
ANDY A. LOPEZ, ACTING CHAIR 
Division of Science and Mathematics 
Families and Friends of the Class of 1987, 
Two highly significant programs were approved by the UMM campus assembly during this 
past academic year . Both will enhance the quality of the liberal arts experience on our campus. 
Both are major ingredients of our response to President Keller's Commitment to Focus 
program. 
Project Prosper is a revision of our general education requirement. Along with the academic 
major, the general education requirement provides a basic foundation for a liberal arts 
education. Prosper attempts to make students familiar with the process of liberal learning 
through the acquisition of necessary intellectual and communication skills , while establishing a 
framework of knowledge needed for successful advanced work . Prosper also attempts to 
expand the students' intellectual perspectives , enabling them to gain enough understanding of 
the principal areas of human endeavor to be able to continue to engage in lifelong learning, and 
yet, to also have a sense of the limits of one's knowledge . 
UMM has always had a strong general education requirement , including course work in the 
humanities , social sciences , and in science and mathematics . The new requirement is an 
attempt to make the general education courses of even greater value in laying the foundation 
for liberal learning and for enhancing the ability to understand how knowledge is acquired in 
many different fields. 
The second effort is the Honors Program, which responds to the needs of exceptional 
students. It provides students who wish to enter the program with more opportunities for 
independent study, enhanced intellectual challenges, additional selective learning experiences, 
and recognition of superior achievement. It offers more intensive learning experiences , a 
broader range of learning activities, and it enables students to work on academic projects in 
depth and over an extended period of time. 
The Honors Program should stimulate innovations in the curriculum and teaching which 
will benefit all UMM students. Approaches followed for honor students should have a positive 
impact on those used in other courses . 
The addition of Prosper and the Honors Program demonstrates clearly the continuing 
effort that is being made at UMM to achieve greater academic excellence. 
On a relevant and related topic , I am pleased to report that there has been a significantly 
greater interest in UMM expressed by prospective students this year than at any time in the 
past. Consistent with the last few years, the quality of students has also shown another 
increase. Although there are undoubtedly a number of reasons that help to explain this 
dramatic upsurge in interest in UMM, the most obvious is the favorable publicity stressing high 
quality and relatively low cost which we have been receiving of late. It would appear that UMM 
is no longer , "the best kept secret in Minnesota higher education." 
Graduating seniors, you can be proud of the education you have received at UMM. You 
can also take pride in the continuing and consistent efforts directed toward strengthening the 
entire campus program. Finally , there is no greater pride than that which the UMM faculty and 
staff feel about you. 
Best wishes, 
~ )- 5).,,,___a~ 
John Q. Imholte 
Chancellor 
Commencement Program 
John Q. Imholte, Chancellor, Presiding 
ASSEMBLING OF THE AUDIENCE 
As family and friends of degree candidates arrive at the Morris campus of the University of Minnesota this evening, 
they will hear the University of Minnesota, Morris Concert Band, conducted by student music majors Lea A. 
Gilbertson, Paul A. Harding, Jason P . Haugland , Erik 0. Jenson, Julie A. Olson, Michael A. Ortmann, Nathan D. 
Pederson, Nancy J . Rippe, and Cindy L. Schuft 
PROCESSIONAL 
At 7:30 p .m. the procession will enter the Mall , led by Mace Bearer Arnold E. Henjum, professor and coordinator 
of secondary education, Division of Education. The procession includes candidates for degrees; Faculty Marshal 
Nathaniel I. Hart, professor of English , Division of Humanities; distinguished guests, and faculty . The audience will 
remain seated for the processional. 
"Pomp and Circumstance" . . . · ...... ... ... . .... . .. . . ... . .... ... .. ...... ..... ....... ... . Edward Elgar 
UMM Concert Band 
James A. Carlson, associate professor of music , conductor 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
Following the Processional , the Color Guard will enter the Mall and proceed to the front of the stage . The 
audience will rise for the Presentation of Colors and remain standing for the National Anthem. 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
To be sung by the audience. 
A moment of silence will be observed. 
Welcome . .... ........................... . . .............. .. ........... .... ...... Chancellor Imholte 
PRESENTATION OF THE CURTIS H. LARSON AWARD 
Recipient: Blane T. Dahl, Albert Lea 
GRADUATION ADDRESS 
"True Confessions by a UMM Graduate" . ...... ........... .. .. ................. . ... .... . Blane T . Dahl 
Albert Lea, MN 
Graduating Senior 
"Celebrating the Choice" ................. .. . ..... .. ........... . ... ............. Dawn 0 . Braithwaite 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Instructor of speech communication, 
Division of Humanities 
"Sing a Song of Joy" .. ... . . .. . .......... . ..... . . . ....... ... . .. .. . .... . .... . .. . .. .. ... Harold Danke 
UMM Concert Choir 
Kenneth D. Hodgson, associate professor of music, conductor 
PRESENTATION OF THE JOHN TATE AWARD 
Recipient: Karla M. Klinger , Morris 
PRESENTATION OF THE MARY MARTELLE MEMORIAL AWARD 
Student Recipient: Laurie A. Moser , Lake Preston, SD 
Civil Service Recipient: Pamela G. Gades, Morris 
PRESENTATION OF THE WILLIAM R. SCARBOROUGH MEMORIAL AWARD 
Recipient: Jill M. Bregel, Windom 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
"Commencement Confection" ......... ..... . . . ... . . ....................... . .... A Graduation Medley 
UMM Concert Band 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES AND CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Chancellor Imholte will introduce the Division Chairs and the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean in 
the following order: 
Ted L. Underwood, Chair, Division of the Social Sciences 
Elizabeth S. Blake, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean, 
presenting candidates in Individual Area of Concentration and 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Craig M. Kissack, Chair, Division of Education 
C . Frederick Farrell, Chair, Division of the Humanities 
Andy A Lopez , Acting Chair, Division of Science and Mathematics 
As each candidate is presented for a degree, the candidate will cross the stage and receive congratulations from 
Chancellor Imholte. As a courtesy to the graduates, please withhold all applause and individual response until the 
reading of all names within each Division has been completed. 
Conferral of Degrees .... . .... . .. . ... . ... . . . . . ..... . .. .. . . ....... . .. ... . .. ....... Chancellor Imholte 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
"Shalom Chaverim" ............. . .. .. . . .. .... .. . ............. . ................. . Hebrew Folk Song 
UMM Concert Choir Kenneth D. Hodgson 
RECESSIONAL 
"Music for a Ceremony" . . ...... . . ... . .. ...... . ..... . .. . .. . ....... . ....... . ......... John Morrissey 
UMM Concert Band 
The audience is requested to remain seated until graduates and faculty have departed from the stage area. 
STUDENT MARSHALS 
Danita J. Carlson, Worthington 
Kathleen M. Terryll, Shafer 
COLOR GUARD 
Sheryl M. DeWitte, Holland 




The Chancellor and the Faculty cordially invite graduates, parents and friends to an outdoor reception 
immediately following the ceremony. The reception, hosted by members of the University Association is held 
north of the Mall area in front of the Humanities Fine Arts Center. In case of inclement weather it will be held in the 
Food Service building. 
As a courtesy to all graduates and their guests, photographers are requested to remain in their seats during the 
ceremony. There will be opportunities to take photographs following the ceremony in the Mall area and at the 
reception. 
The Humanities Fine Arts Center Gallery, now featuring the 1987 Senior Student Exhibition , is open to visitors 
before and after the commencement ceremonies. 
Candidates for Degrees 
Subject to completion of all curriculum requirements , degrees will be conferred as indicated on those listed below, 
and upon such others as may meet the graduation requirements. 
DIVISION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Vonna Jean Anderson , Herman 
Michael Todd Arnold , Appleton 
Gwen Mary Athman, Pierz 
Suzanne Michele Barley, Rapid City, SD 
Randall W. Barnes, St. Cloud 
Joan Elise Becker, Ponsford 
Steven Wayne Bennett , Farwell 
John Joseph Beranek, Miller, SD 
Nancy Jo Bird, Morris 
Tamera J . Brown, Morris 
Jacqueline Rose Buche, St. Paul 
Nancy Ann Bullert, Buffalo 
with distinction 
Fran Hoyer Cin, Morris 
Kristine Kay Cipra, Brandon 
Nancy Jane Santamaria Dahlem, Arcata, CA 
Kevin Gerald DeWaard, Hancock 
with distinction 
Robin Lynn Devitt , Morris 
Jon Patrick Dewey, Wheaton, IL 
Mark Dietzler, Alexandria 
Matthew James Doppler, Bismarck, ND 
with distinction 
Bob L. Edwards, Benson 
Mary Kay Eischens, Tracy 
Renae Jean Engebretson, Prior Lake 
Wall Street Journal Award 
Brenda Lee Fagerlie, Audubon 
Paul Arnold Fauk, Albany 
Joseph Michael Fedors, Minneapolis 
William Willis Feuchtenberger, Hoffman 
Paul Francis Fort, Chisholm 
Valerie Jean Gacke, Ivanhoe 
Thomas Anton Gausman, Morris 
Kimberly Anne Gremmels, Montevideo 
Christi Louise Hansen, Wheaton 
with high distinction 
Peter Kyle Hansen, Rapid City, SD 
John Oscar Haraldson, Windom 
with distinction 
S cholar of the College Award 
Ann Hendershott, Willmar 
Suzanne K. Hendricks, Grand Rapids 
Clyde C. Heppner, Bismarck, ND 
with distinction 
Blaine Craig Hill , Morris 
Blair Todd Hill , Morris 
Mark R. Hilleren, Benson 
David Dominic Hofland , Chokio 
William Robert lt zen, Herman 
Mark Alan Jensen, Benson 
with distinction 
Brenda Jean Johnson, Watertown 
Timothy Lee Johnson , Pipestone 
David E. Joy, Miller, SD 
Mark L. Kadlec , Pipestone 
Randall Dean Kelley, Boulder, CO 
Lee Gerard Klasen, Albany 
Gayle Ann Kluver, Alexandria 
Jeffrey Alan Koch, Yankton, SD 
with high distinction 
Todd M. Koosman, Appleton 
Cecile Marie Kudela, Mankato 
Katherine Marie Langan, Danvers 
Craig Alexander Lawson, Brandon 
Paul Reid Libbon, Morris 
David A. Loher, Morris 
Eric Charles Magnuson , Herman 
Daniel Lawrence Maher, Jr., Garfield 
David Patrick Manges, Rancho Cordova, CA 
Gregory Lyle Martin, Hazel Run 
Joann M. Masters , DeGraff 
with high distinction 
Bruce Alan Moseng, Clarkfield 
Jeanette Rose Murphy, Graceville 
Robert James Murphy, Morris 
Stephen Ralph Nelsen, Wadena 
Richard Allen Newman, Barnum 
Daniel G . O 'Brien, Shakopee 
John Daniel O 'Driscoll, Sartell 
Timothy Allen Owen, Starbuck 
Amy Jean Patyk, Sauk Centre 
Kristy Lee Paulson, Hanska 
with distinction 
Steven Carol Peterson, Brooten 
Julie Marie Pollei , New Ulm 
Donald James Rachel, Buffalo 
Pamela Jo Radke , Willmar 
Jeannine Cloutier Reed, Spicer 
with distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Janet Ann Reiter, Henderson 
with distinction 
Rodney Lon Richter, Windom 
Michael Clifford Rodriguez , Osakis 
Allen W. Edson Award 
Robert Joseph Roelike , Freeport 
Kevin Dean Rozeboom, Luverne 
Mathew Jerome Sauer, Perham 
Jeffrey Mark Sauve, Burnsville 
Penny Renee Sax, Wheaton 
Janet K. Schotzko, Sleepy Eye 
with distinction 
Brian Lloyd Shepersky, Menahga 
Melinda Ann Sletten, Willmar 
with distinction 
Eponine Smith, Chicago, IL 
Roger Sheldon Sockness, Benson 
Marth Arthur Sommers, Willmar 
Deanna Rae Stroup, Emery, SD 
with distinction 
Kenneth Richard Theisen, Upsala 
Judy Watson Tiesel , Willmar 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Daniel Wayne Toop, Glenwood 
Paul Allen Traina, Apple Valley 
with distinction 
Kim Marie VanHoudt, Faribault 
Donald Allen Vancura, Lakefield 
Leann Carole Vergeldt, Rosholt, SD 
Michael Joseph Voight, Morris 
Jean Marie Vos, Ruthton 
Dean Wendell Walters , Good Thunder 
Mark William Wente , Morris 
with high distinction 
Mary Katherine Wigfield , Benson 
Julie Ann Woell, Morris 
INDIVIDUAL AREA OF CONCENTRATION & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
Pamela Laura Beyer, Hoffman 
Constance Marie Buhl, Browerville 
Deidra Lyn Doll , Appleton 
Steven James Eue, St . Paul 
Karen Lynn Grosland, Rapid City, SD 
Jeanette Ann Holtz , Benson 
Elizabeth Ellen Kelly , West St. Paul 
with distinction 
James Patrick Kosse, Tracy 
Virginia May Larson , Good Thunder 
Lisa Kay Oliphant , Fergus Falls 
Carol V. Olson, Huron, SD 
Deanna Mary Pangerl, Princeton 
Angela Kim Peterson, Hoffman 
Bernice Rose Rauenhorst , Olivia 
Carol Ann Rikke , Hanley Falls 
Gordon Arthur Shaw, Hancock 
Jane Michelle Swenson, Spicer 
Gerralynn Ann Thomas , Ortonville 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
DIVISION OF EDUCATION 
Paul S . Ahrenholz, Clara City 
Marcia Lou Eloise Anderson, Kerkhoven 
Todd Eugene Armstrong, Windom 
Tammy Jo Block, Pierz 
Jill Michelle Bregel, Windom 
with high distinction 
William R. Scarborough 
Memorial Award 
Viki L. Brekke, Elbow Lake 
Penny Jo Bruns, Gibbon 
Rebecca Ann Carlson, Murdock 
Monica Renae Christenson, Raymond 
Sheree Lynn Cochran, Elbow Lake 
with high distinction 
Patti Sandra Dapper, Hancock 
with high distinction 
Roger Joseph Ebnet, Benson 
Amy Irene Eix, Little Falls 
Susan Marie Frass, Morris 
Kim Marie Genz , Sleepy Eye 
with distinction 
Marsha Lynn Goll, Hancock 
with high distinction 
James Anthony Greene , Alexandria 
Brad Ron Hanson, New London 
Danell Stahlecker Hanson, Benson 
Julie Kay Hartmann, Arlington 
Cynthia Lynn Hiedeman, Morris 
Sarah Ann Holm, Renville 
Laura Rae Johnson, Hoffman 
Shari Brunes Johnson, Burnsville 
with distinction 
William August Kalkman, St. Cloud 
Lisa Joy Karels, Milbank, SD 
Darcy Lee Kleven, Appleton 
Lisa Lynette Lillie , Morris 
Janet Switzer Ludowese , Morris 
Laurie Nelson Maas, Ortonville 
with distinction 
Christine Maren Marth, Herman 
Glen Orlan Meyer, Sanborn 
David J . Moe , Glenwood 
Karen Carr Nelsen, Webster, SD 
with distinction 
Peter Brent Nelson, New London 
Stacy Marie Nelson, Kerkhoven 
with distinction 
Mary E. Nolting, Alexandria 
Beth Ann Novak, Foley 
Michael Robert Petermeier, Melrose 
Mary Ellen Rinke, Willmar 
Ann Michelle Rois, Benson 
Julie Groothuis Runia, Clara City 
Sandra Kay Samuelson, Elbow Lake 
Christine Elaine Sand, Clara City 
Dyanne Marie Scheldorf, Starbuck 
Jodi Ann Schuft , Stewart 
Daniel Burton Smith, Jackson 
Jennifer Mary Strutz, Willmar 
Brenda Adair Thue, Benson 
Charice Louise T rittin, Dassel 
Heidi Rae Tweit, Glenwood 
Sally Stinson-Vanderwerf, Clinton 
DIVISION OF THE HUMANITIES 
Sandra Kay Aman, Custer, SD 
Laura Katrina Anderson , Maynard 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Lance Patrick Bradley, St. Paul 
Chancellor's Award 1986 
Michele Brual, Pipestone 
Julia Church, Olivia 
with distinction 
Catherine Mary Condon, Mendota Heights 
Alva Robert Crom, Watertown 
Kathryn Ann Ebnet, Pequot Lakes 
Mary Susan Eliason, Cottonwood, SD 
with distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Denise Maureen Erickson, Ruthton 
Terence John Faber, Watkins 
Martin R. Garber, Dent 
Ann Elizabeth Grossman, Morris 
Paula Rae Gugel, Aberdeen, SD 
with distinction 
Michael John Gutierres, Rapid City, SD 
Gail Marie Hammerschmidt, Milan 
Kevin Jon Hansen , Colman, SD 
with high distinction 
Jason Paul Haugland, Browns Valley 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Mary Catherine Hegland, Appleton 
Kelly McKane Hendrickson, Deer Creek 
Yolanda Vargas Hoffman, Morris 
Evelyn Lois Hoover, Sauk Centre 
with distinction 
Susan Kathleen Iverson , Albert Lea 
Jennifer Jo Jesseph, Morris 
Eric Edward Johnson , Arlington 
Kristi Lynn Johnson, Sunberg 
with distinction 
Paul DeCarr LaGrange, Appleton 
Terry Alan Larson, Belgrade 
Matthew James LeFebvre, Verndale 
Mark Ronald Lerom, Richfield 
with distinction 
Leigh C . Marthe, Willmar 
James Douglas Nash , Dawson 
Jane Louise Nelson, Baudette 
with distinction 
Tracy Jane Nelson, Detroit Lakes 
Julie Ann Olson, Becker 
MaryAnn Philiph, Morris 
Arnold Peter Prokott, Upsala 
Geven David Rabe, Big Stone City, SD 
Norma Jean Reker, Worthington 
Connie Cleone Riemer, Deer Creek 
Paul Lynn Roberts, Sanborn 
Kara Jean Sloneker, Cyrus 
Sharon Lee Smith, Holloway 
Jeanne Marie Soper, Glenwood 
Monique Eyvette Southall , Evanston, IL 
Mary C . Stadick, Sleepy Eye 
with high distinction 
Michael Parrish Strysick, Apple Valley 
with distinction 
Richard Eldon Stueve, Henning 
Juleen Mary Trisko, Sauk Centre 
with distinction 
Jennifer VanDemmeltraadt, Lake Elmo 
Michael David Vick, Morris 
Darcy Lynn Wille , Lucan 
with high distinction 
Timothy E. Ziegenhagen, Clements 
with high distinction 
Pam Marie Zitzloff, Delano 
DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
Kaye Ellen Andersh, Heron Lake 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Lynn Marie Boysen, Alexandria 
Gregory J. Bramel, Worthington 
Mark Alan Brown, Morris 
Mary Michele Bruening, Minneapolis 
Michael Scott Connelly, Chisago City 
Blane Thomas Dahl, Albert Lea 
Curtis H. Larson Award 
Fred Agyeman Dickson, Brooklyn Center 
Daniel Lee Flaig, Willmar 
Debra Lynn Gausman, Tyler 
Beth Ann Gillespie, Johnson 
Shirley Mae Guse, Janesville 
Daniel Herbert Gustafson, Mora 
Mary E. Haglund, Appleton 
Brad Thurston Hanauer, Morris 
with distinction 
Sheri Ann Hansen, Rapid City, SD 
Dawn Michelle Harris, New Brighton 
with distinction 
Todd Kenneth Hesemann, Lakefield 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Ivan Wallace Hohnstadt, Park Rapids 
John Matthew Hovren, Glenwood 
Daniel Joseph Howard , Brooklyn Center 
Michael D. Jackson , Windom 
Timothy J . Jennissen, Brooten 
Laura Diane Johnson, Portland, IN 
with distinction 
Scqolar of the College Award 
Steven Bruce Johnson, Roseville 
with high distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Dennis John Kelley, Waterville 
Kathleen Mary Krueger, Crystal 
Kevin John Kuhn, Clarissa 
with distinction 
Scholar of the College Award 
Mahjoub Labyad, Rabat , Morocco 
Evelyn Ann Larsen, Jackson 
Matthew Jerrold Larson , New Brighton 
Jeffrey Louis Ledermann, Alexandria 
John Paul Libra , Windom 
Scholar of the College Award 
Jerilyn Kay Mayden, Windom 
Jolene Renee Mayden, Windom 
with high distinction 
Mary Frances Mustar, White Bear Lake 
Daniel Laurie Pruitt, West St . Paul 
Christopher Donald Rahn, Webster, SD 
Denise Lazelle Ruter, Spicer 
Kristin Kay Schweigert , Pierre , SD 
Anne Elizabeth Stahn, Chokio 
Kevin Layne Stoeckel , Minneapolis 
Jill Marie Storck, Morris 
Theodore Peter Van Erp, Bluffton 
with distinction 
Annette Marie Vought, Windom 
Deanna Lynn Weiskopf, Pocahontas , IA 
with distinction 
Mark Edward Weiss, Benson 
Wendy Sue Wharton, Prior Lake 
Jeffrey Andrew Williams, Spicer 
Barbara Ann Wittman, Olivia 
Ann M. Young, Waverly 
Honor Awards 
ALLEN W. EDSON AWARD 
Presented annually in recognition of total contribution to campus life. The selection is made by the Executive 
Committee of the Morris Campus Student Association, student members of the Campus Assembly and faculty . 
Michael C . Rodriguez, Osakis 
CHANCELLOR'S AWARD 
Presented annually to an outstanding student or students on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to 
campus life. Morris Campus Student Association Executive Committee and student members of the Campus 
Assembly nominate students. These, in turn, are endorsed by the Functions and Awards Committee. The Provost 
of the University of Minnesota, Morris makes the final selection. 
Kathryn R. Kuntz, Bismarck, ND 
CURTIS H. LARSON AWARD 
Established in honor of the late Curtis H. Larson, the award is automatically conferred upon the graduate chosen 
as senior class speaker. It carries both a certificate and cash award. Mr. Larson, who was the first senior class 
speaker in 1964, died as a result of an automobile accident while serving with the Peace Corps in Peru following his 
graduation. 
Blane T. Dahl, Albert Lea 
MARY MARTELLE MEMORIAL AWARD 
Presented to a student deemed to have made outstanding contribitions to the life of the University of Minnesota, 
Morris campus. The award perpetuates the memory of long-time Student Activities office secretary, Mary 
Martelle. This award is also made to a civil service employee. 
Laurie A. Moser, Lake Preston, SD 
SCHOLAR OF THE COLLEGE 
Presented annually to any student who has demonstrated distinguished scholarly work by making a valuable 
contribution to one or more of the disciplines. 
Kaye E. Andersh, Heron Lake 
Laura K. Anderson, Maynard 
Danita J. Carlson, Worthington 
Mary S. Eliason, Cottonwood, SD 
Ruth M. Hamlow, Montevideo 
John 0 . Haraldson, Windom 
Jason P. Haugland, Browns Valley 
Todd K. Hesemann, Lakefield 
Laura D. Johnson, Portland, IN 
Steven B. Johnson, Roseville 
Andrea C . Joplin, Odessa 
Kevin J . Kuhn, Clarissa 
John P. Libra, Windom 
Peter F. Nikolai, Isle 
Jeannine L. Reed, Spicer 
Gerralynn A. Thomas, Ortonville 
Judy D. Tiesel, Willmar 
Annette M. Tietjen, Amboy 
Mary I. Trujillo, Pierre, SD 
WALL STREET JOURNAL AWARD 
This award is presented to a student who has earned at least a 3.0 average in an economics major and who has 
maintained at least a 2. 75 overall grade point average. General contribution made to the college community is also 
considered in the presentation of this award. 
Renae J. Engebretson, Prior Lake 
WILLIAM R. SCARBOROUGH MEMORIAL AWARD 
The William Scarborough Memorial Award is presented annually to a senior student enrolled in either the 
elementary or secondary education programs. The award is a means of recognizing a student's demonstrated 
competence and potential for becoming an outstanding member of the teaching profession. The purpose of the 
award is to maintain a continuing tribute to those personal qualities and many contributions made by Bill 
Scarborough to UMM and to public education in Minnesota. He joined the UMM faculty in 1966 and served as 
Chairman of the Education Division. 
Jill M. Bregel, Windom 
UMM COMMENCEMENT HONORS RECITAL PERFORMERS 
The UMM Commencement Honors Recital, innaugurated this year, is an opportunity to recognize the talents and 
accomplishments of some of UMM's finest music students. The following students were selected by a panel of 
judges on the basis of an outstanding solo musical performance during the 1986-87 year to participate in the recital 
held at 3 p.m. June 12 in the Humanities Fine Arts Center Recital Hall: 
Jason P. Haugland, Trumpet, Browns Valley 
Sonda B. Carlson, Piano, Harris 
Julie A. Olson, Clarinet, Osakis 
Michael D. Vick, Euphonium, Aberdeen, SD 
Beth A. Grafenstein, Piano, Hancock 
Kristi L. Johnson, Soprano, Sunburg 
Lisa M. Olson, Piano, Alexandria 
Scholarships 
CHARLES AND ELLORA ALLISS EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: Charles and Ellora Alliss Educational Foundation 
Awarded to students in any division demonstrating financial need on the basis of academic aptitude and vocational 
promise. A total of $35,720 was awarded during the 1986-87 academic year to 44 students. The average award per 
recipient was $812. 
NATALIE BENOIT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: George and Joan Benoit, parents of the late Natalie Benoit, have established an endowment fund for a 
scholarship to be given to a junior or senior art student 
Neal B. Anderson, '88, Montevideo 
Cathy J . McKernan, '88, Garfield 
CHRIS BERG MEMORIAL AWARD 
This award is presented annually to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has demonstrated 
academic excellence in that field. It is presented by the Business Economics/ Economics faculty of the University 
of Minnesota, Morris in memory of their late colleague. 
Ralph D. Jensen, '87, Belgrade 
HERBERT G. CROOM MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: University of Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association in honor of the late former Coordinator of Alumni 
Affairs and Placement Services 
JoAnn M. Masters, '87 , DeGraff 
BRION DALAGER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: Family of the late Brion Dalager 
Awarded annually for outstanding performance on a band instrument 
Martin R. Garber, '87 , Dent 
Debra K. McDonald, '88, Fisher 
Lisa K. Paurus, '88, Delano 
Nathan D. Pederson, '88, Westbrook 
TED FREED MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Sponsor: Family and friends of the late Ted Freed, UMM Housing Director, 1963-68 
Jeffrey A. Koch, '87, Yankton, SD 
HELEN AND CARL IVERSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Carl Iverson was instrumental in the establishment of the State College System, the University of Minnesota, 
Morris and the College of Veterinary Science at the University of Minnesota. He and his wife Helen, who 
campaigned actively with him, believed that rural youth should have access to quality educational programs. They 
established the H.M. and C.M. Iverson Charitable Trust, and, among other things, directed that a portion of their 
estate be used for educational purposes, including the establishment of scholarships for students from Otter Tail 
and Grant Counties. 
Constance R. Anderson, '88, Morris 
Danette M. Anderson, '89, Perham 
Deanne F. Anderson , '90, Kensington 
Sheree L. Cochran, '87, Elbow Lake 
Kristine L. Ewy, '90, Deer Creek 
Laura D. Johnson, '87, Morris 
Nerren B. Jonason, '90, Battle Lake 
Susan M. Krusemark, '90, Hoffman 
Joyce L. Lacey, '87, Ashby 
Christine M. Marth, '87, Morris 
Donna L. Marweg, '89, Dent Julie K. Hayer, '89 , Hoffman 
Diana K. Hoganson, '88, Fergus Falls 
Stacie J . Huebsch, '90 , Perham 
Jennifer S. Johnson, '90, Hoffman 
Leslie R. Meek, '88, Elbow Lake 
Michael C. Mills, '90, Battle Lake 
Travis M. Ternus, '90, Dent 
A AMOS MCCREE/ ANDREW J. KAUFMAN AWARDS 
Sponsors: Mrs. Dorothybelle Kaufman and Dr. Edward Kaufman of Appleton, Minnesota 
Given in honor of the late A. Amos Mc Cree, father of Mrs. Dorothy belle Kaufman, and the late Andrew 
J. Kaufman, father of Dr. Edward Kaufman. 
Awarded to University of Minnesota, Morris students majoring in the mathematical and natural sciences who have 
demonstrated academic excellence and potential in the field . 
Rick A. Van Surksum '88, Chandler 
Danita Carlson, '88, Worthington 
ALICE MILLS MCCREE/ KATE MCCOY KAUFMAN AWARDS 
Sponsors: Mrs. Dorothybelle Kaufman and Dr. Edward Kaufman of Appleton, Minnesota 
Given in honor of the late Alice Mills Mc Cree, mother of Mrs. Dorothy belle Kaufman and the late Kate 
McCoy Kaufman, mother of Dr. Edward Kaufman. 
Awarded to University of Minnesota, Morris students majoring in elementary education and theatre arts who have 
demonstrated academic excellence and potential in the field . 
Kari J. Halverson, '88, Kerkhoven 
Colleen A. Hennen, '88, Morris 
MARY JO KWAKO SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: Family and friends of the late Mary J. Kwako, UMM student, 1965-1968 
Awarded to students attending the University of Minnesota, Morris demonstrating need, character, leadership, 
and scholarship. 
Laura K. Anderson, '87, Maynard 
Jennifer J . Jesseph, '87, Morris 
EDWARD J . LAFAVE, JR./ PTIZENS BANK SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: Edward J . Lafave, J r., Patricia Paul Lafave, and Citizens Bank of Morris, Minnesota 
Awarded to students attending the University of Minnesota, Morris who are majoring in business/ economics and 
who have demonstrated academic excellence and potential in the field . 
Christine K. Chadwick, '88, Henderson 
Jeffrey A. Gades, '88, Appleton 
Jolene M. Kubista, '88, Owatonna 
PATRICIA PAUL LAFAVE SCHOLARSHIP 
Awarded to women 20 years of age or older, who are admissable degree candidates, fu ll or part time, and who have 
been away from high school for at least two years. 
Connie M. Kieso, '90, Milbank, SD 
MRS. THEODORE (TONE) S. LONG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsors: Family and friends of the late Mrs. Theodore (Tone) S . Long, spouse of Ted L. Long, retired UMM 
faculty member in the Division of the Humanities, English discipline 
Awarded annually to a UMM student who shows exceptional merit or motivation, in memory of Tone S. Long, a 
strong supporter of the University of Minnesota, Morris, and of the importance of education to the individual and 
to our society. 
Marcia A. Mihr, '89, Cambridge 
JOSEPHINE L. MERRIAM SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: The late Josephine L. Merriam, Minneapolis, alumna of the University of Minnesota 
Awarded to outstanding male graduates of high schools in the state of Minnesota for use during the freshman year 
at the University of Minnesota. A total of $13,473 was awarded during the 1986-87 academic year to 35 students. 
The average award per recipient was $385. 
MIDWEST BANKING INSTITUTE SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: The Bankers Associations of Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin 
Awarded to a student attending the University of Minnesota, Morris who is an outstanding student majoring in 
business/ economics and demonstrating need. 
Peter F. Nikolai, '88, Isle 
EDNA MURPHY MORRISON SCHOLARSHIP 
The scholarship was established in honor of the late Edna Murphy Morrison. 
JoAnn D. Winkels, '89, Albany 
JAY Y. ROCHAL SCHOLARSHlP 
This award is presented to a senior student majoring in Biology who demonstrates the most promise and interest 
in a career in the Biological Sciences at the University of Minnesota, Morris. 
Anne E. Stahn, '88, Chokio 
SEVENTH DISTRICT MINNESOTA FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: Women's Club 
Awarded to a deserving student attending the University of Minnesota, Morris demonstrating need. 
Carlynn C. Anderson , '88, Dassel 
Christine K. Chadwick, '88, Henderson 
Laurie A. Moser, '88, Lake Preston, SD 
Vonda K. Viland, '88, Luverne 
WILLIAM W. STOUT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: The late William W. Stout, a San Francisco, California, lumberman 
Awarded to undergraduate students on the basis of need, ability and high promise. A total of $6 ,413 was awarded 
during the 1986-87 academic year to 23 first-year students. The average award per recipient was $279. 
ALICE WEICKERT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Sponsor: The late Dr. Harold W. Weickert, Wheaton, Minnesota 
Awarded to a student attending the University of Minnesota, Morris demonstrating need, character, leadership, 
and scholarship. 
Theodore P. Van Erp, '87, Bluffton 
Barbara A. Wittman, '87, Olivia 
All University Scholarships 
UMM ALLISS EARLY IDENTIFICATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Students are identified in the ninth grade by a committee made up of Minneapolis school district counselors and 
administrators, along with University personnel. Once identified as potential high-ability students, they are 
awarded a scholarship for at least six quarters of attendance at any campus of the University of Minnesota. 
Dana Y. Clark, '89, Minneapolis 
Tonya D. Freeman, '90, Minneapolis 
MORTONS. KATZ AND PRESIDENT'S OUTSTANDING MINORITY SCHOLARSHIPS 
Recipients are selected from among the minority student applications who are high school seniors with superior 
academic records and college aptitude test scores and who demonstrate qualities of leadership and creativity. 
This award is renewable for a maximum of four years for minority students who continue to make satisfactory 
academic progress. 
Safia B. Ahsan, '89, Aberdeen, SD 
PRESIDENT'S DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MENTOR PROGRAM 
Entering freshman that are recipients of the Morton S. Katz or the President's Outstanding Minority Scholarships 
are the inherent participants in the mentorship program. Scholars are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor 
based on similarities between the mentor's data profile and the scholar's intended academic major, career or 
personal interests, or personal preferences. The ultimate goal is for the relationship to foster maximum 
achievement of personal, academic, and professional potential for the scholar. 
Tonya D. Freeman, '90, Minneapolis 
Vu A. Le, '90, Lauderdale 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP 
The University of Minnesota participates in the National Merit Scholarship Program. Individual recipients of these 
awards, called the Elmer L. Anderson Merit Scholarships, will be selected from among the finalists in the National 
Merit Scholarship competition who have elected to attend any one of the University of Minnesota campuses. 
Kaye E. Andersh, '87 , Heron Lake Jeffrey A. Korman, '90, Eden Valley 
Laura K. Anderson , '87 , Maynard Steven R. Kvidera, '87, Ortonville 
Stacey R. Blumeyer, '89, Canby Alice M. Pegel, '90, Chicago, IL 
Danita J . Carlson, '88, Worthington Kim S. Schaap, '89, Hadley 
Ellen M. Chalifoux, '90, Cottage Grove Jay D. Schmidgall, '89, Hancock 
Bradley J . DeLeeuv, '88, Hutchinson Richard J . Spartz, '90, Luverne 
Mary S. Eliason, '87, Cottonwood, SD Julie R. Toft, '89, Ivanhoe 
Jeffrey A. Gades, '88, Appleton George R. Vacek, '89, Hutchinson 
Joseph H. Hoopman, '90, Austin Patrick J . Walsh, '89, Mapleton 
ALL-UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
The University of Minnesota has established a Presidential Scholars Program available to aid students on any of its 
campuses . In addition to receiving a cash award, Presidential Scholars participate in special activities and 
seminars. Applicants are nominated by their high school and are selected according to criteria based on academic 
performance, evidence of leadership, and potential for scholarship and contribution to the University community. 
Michele L. Antinozzi, '90, Minneapolis Pamela R. Lindow, '90, Nevis 
Patricia Appel , '90, Aitkin Michael P. Lissick, '90, St. Paul 
Kimberly A. Seeney, '90, Farmington Debra C . Loch, '90, Eden Valley 
Michelle D. Berg, '90, Belview Ronald C . Lundebrek, '90, Benson 
Jana K. Betzler, '90, Princeton Lori Middelstadt, '90, Elk River 
Trent L. Blinkman, '90, Truman Patricia A. Morris, '90 , Edina 
Cherie L. Boegeman, '90 , Shakopee Dana L. Nelson, '90, Nevis 
Carol E. Buchholz, '90, Barnesville Jodi L. Peterson, '90, Eagle Bend 
Tracy L. Diekmann, '90, Beardsley Bridgette M. Poss, '90 , East Grand Forks 
Dana K. Donahue, '90, St. Paul Francis E. Robeck, '90, St. Michael 
Brenda L. Gerads , '90, Freeport Scott P. Saffert, '90 , Springfield 
Julianne B. Graupman, '90, Nicollet Jana M. Schapekahm, '90, New Ulm 
Craig S. Herman, '90, Detroit Lakes Brenda S. Scherer, '90, Sleepy Eye 
Rebecca M. Kampa, '90, Foley Jeffrey L. Skarphol , '90, Springfield 
Amy M. Karsten, '90 , Worthington Darin L. St. Germain, '90, Argyle 
Jeffrey A. Korman, '90, Eden Valley Violet M. Struss, '90, Akeley 
Jodie A. Landwehr, '90, Hancock Kathleen M. Terryll, '90, Shafer 
Jon E. Larson, '90, Albert Lea George R. Vacek, '89, Hutchinson 
University of Minnesota, Morris 
Presidents Club Scholarships 
Arlene Dayton 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Aaron W. Buesing, '90, Marshall 
John Dayton 
Freshman Aeademic Scholarship 
Kimberly L. Bowen, '90, Wadena 
Jim Eidsvold 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Brian J. Janitschke , '90, St. Paul 
English 
Debra M. McNally, '90, Morris 
Business-Economics 
Jose S. Garcia, '87 , Chicago, IL 
Music 
Karl A. Becker, '90, St. Michael 
Adam L. Bestler, '90, Minnetonka 
Cherie L. Boegeman, '90, Shakopee 
William Ernst 
Business-Economics 
Robert P. Hoffman, '88, Danvers 
Lisa B. Johnson , '88, Aitkin 
Michael Fluegel 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Virginia P. Kolb, '90, St . Paul 
Conrad Freeman 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
John H. Lorentz, '90, Fargo, ND 
Mrs. Clifford Hedberg 
Speech Communication 
Mark S . Dittman, '89, White Bear Lake 
Craig W. Ross, '90, Alexandria 
John Imholte 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Lori G . Middelstadt, '90, Elk River 
Dorothybelle Kaufman 
A. Amos McCree Award 
Rick A. Van Surksum, '88, Chandler 
Andrew J . Kaufman Award 
Danita J. Carlson, '88, Worthington 
Dr. Edward Kaufman 
Alice Mills McCree Award 
Colleen A. Hennen, '88, Morris 
Kate McCoy Kaufman Award 
Kari J . Halverson, '88, Kerkhoven 
Edward J. LaFave, Jr. 
Music 
Trent E. Deyo, '90 , Pierre , SD 
Kristine K. Marshall, '90, Grove City 
Bethany P. Moulton, '90 , Watertown 
Paul W. Snyder '90, Campbell 
Business-Economics 
Christine K. Chadwick '88 , Henderson 
Jeffrey A. Gades, '88, Appleton 
J olene M. Kubista , '88 , Owatonna 
Patricia Paul LaFave 
Scholarship for Women 
Connie M. Kieso, '90 , Milbank, SD 
Computer Science Scholarship 
Rick A. Van Surksum, '88, Chandler 
Speech/Theatre Arts Scholarship 
Julie A. Nevill, '89 , Aberdeen, SD 
LeRoy S. Larson 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Gina B. Mikolai, '90, Blue Earth 
Business-Economics 
Carolyn A. Olson, '88, Becker 
Wilmer (Willy) Martin 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Michelle A. Roppe , '90, Brooklyn Park 
Edward J. Morrison 
Edna Murphy Morrison Scholarship 
JoAnn D. Winkels, '89, Albany 
Dr. Raymond A. Rossberg 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
Dana L. Nelson, '90, Nevis 
Floyd L. Schmidgall 
Business-Economics 
Lisa J . Nordstrom, '89, Albert Lea 
Pre-Pharmacy 
Liane T . Schank, '88, Milbank, SD 
Neil E. Schmidgall 
Business-Economics 
Renae J . Engebretson, '87 , Prior Lake 
David D. Volkman, '90, Waterville 
Richard R. Schmidgall 
Freshman Academic Scholarship 
April A. Peterson, '90, Champlin 
Robert Thedin (deceased) 
Morris High School Senior Scholarship 
Christopher P. Kopel , '90, Donnelly 
Dr. Harold N. Weickert (deceased) 
Alice Weickert Memorial Scholarship 
Theodore P. Van Erp, '87 , Bluffton 
Barbara A. Wittman, '87, Olivia 
University of Minn esota, Morris 
Presidents Club Memberships 
Richard Alama (deceased) 
Jeri Anderson 
Warrenn C. Anderson 
Colleen Stahler Behm 
Elizabeth S. Blake 
Edward H. Buntje, Jr. 
Rita H. Buntje 
Susan Stahler Dupay 
Carol LaFave Gabler 
Mrs. Claire LaFave Hutton 




Dr. John H. Jackson 
Kenneth A. Keller 
Mrs. E. J . LaFave, Sr. 
E. Joseph LaF ave, III 
Dr. James W. LaFave 
Julie LaFave 
PaulLaFave 
Merrilee Stahler Martelle 
Cathy LaF ave McConnell 
Delmar F. Rentz 
James P. Rentz 
John A. Rentz 
Paul J . Rentz 
Bonita Stahler 
Thomas J. Stahler 
Jo Ellen Tate 
Mike Tate 
William Wunsch 
Dennis E. Zahrbock 
Susan Guter Zahrbock 
· I 
President KellerJs Scholarship Award 
This University-wide scholarship of $1000 is awarded to Freshmen graduating in the upper 5% of their high school 
class. This award recognizes students for their outstanding academic achievements. 
Carla J. Anderson, '90, Morris 
Candelaria Arredondo, '90, Chicago, IL 
Debra L. Beal, '90, Blaine 
Kimberly L. Bowen, '90, Wadena 
Kerry J . Brelje, '90, Glencoe 
Aaron W. Buesing, '90, Marshall 
Eric A. Burrell, '90, Chicago, IL 
Regina A. Callies, '90, Foley 
Ellen M. Chalifoux, '90, Cottage Grove 
Jonathan C . Clapp, '90, Roseville 
Anne M. Ellis, '90, Vacaville, CA 
Dawn R. Engebretson, '90, Rockford 
Jose S. Garcia , '90, Chicago, IL 
Jacqueline L. Geurtz, '90, Clara City 
Jennifer A. Ginkel, '90, Hutchinson 
Amy J. Grams, '90, Walnut Grove 
Jon A. Gubrud , '90 , Canby 
Kari J . Halverson, '88, Kerkhoven 
Scott R. Hemmelgarn, '90, Anoka 
Jose G . Hernandez , '90, Chicago, IL 
Scott M. Herrmann, '90, Anoka 
Joseph H. Hoopman, '90, Austin 
Dougas P. Host , '90, Browerville 
Brian H. Hukriede, '90, Avon 
Patrick C . Jensen, '90, Albert Lea 
Norren B. Jonason , '90, Battle Lake 
Jennifer R. Klimek, '90, Osakis 
Virginia P . Kolb, '90, St. Paul 
Jeffrey D. Lake, '90, Menahga 
Thomas F. Langworthy, '90, Mapleton 
Rodney W. Leman, '90, Roseville 
John H. Lorentz, '90 , Fargo, ND 
Lynette J . Lund, '90, North Branch 
Richard W. Lunz, '90, Paynesville 
Kristine K. Marshall , '90, Grove City 
Jose A. Medina , '90 , Chicago, IL 
Karen M. Mehelich, '90, Sauk Centre 
Gina B. Mikolai, '90, Blue Earth 
Lisa M. Mueller , '90, Princeton 
Paula M. Mutnansky , '90 , Goodridge 
Michelle L. Nelson , '90, Cedar 
Gerrilyn R. Norsby , '90, Eagan 
Bradley D. Odegard , '90, Granite Falls 
Dawn A. Otto, '90, Redwood Falls 
Alice M. Pegel, '90, Chicago, IL 
Arnold L. Peoples, '90, St. Louis, MO 
April A. Peterson, '90, Champlin 
Suzanne M. Pfeifer, '90, Thief River Falls 
Karlain M. Piotter, '90, Windom 
Karen M. Radke, '90, Albert Lea 
Nancy J . Ransom, '90 , Marietta 
Patrick J . Roach, '90, Faribault 
Michelle A. Rappe, '90 , Brooklyn Park 
Christine K. Rossberg, '90 , Brooklyn Park 
Mark 0 . Schaffer, '90, Ashton, SD 
Lori E. Schwenn, '90, Milbank, SD 
Robert G. Seward, '90, Renville 
Nanci A. Sifferath, '90, Farmington 
Connie I. Stangler, '90, Albany 
Kimberly S. Stark, '90, Albert Lea 
Sharon L. Stefonek, '90, Rhinelander, WI 
Matt T . Stephens, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Paula R. Stoltenberg, '90, Luverne 
Daniel J . Tepley, '90, Swanville 
Scott G. Terhaar, '90, Foreston 
Linda L. Thompson, '90, Milan 
Robert A. Torgerson, '90, St. Paul 
Nur A. Touba, '90, Mound 
Ismael Valle, '90, Chicago, IL 
Lisa A. Westgard, '90, Albany 
Robin J. Wolf, '90 , Backus 
Darin C . Yost, '90, Minneota 
Steven A. Young, '90, Cyrus 
Troy D. Zieske , '90, Granite Falls 
Raymond A. Zurn, '90, Morris 
Freshman/Transfer Academic Scholarship Award 
The University of Minnesota, Morris has instituted an Academic Scholarship Program for Freshmen and 
Transfers. Freshmen graduating in the upper 10% of their high school class and Transfers with a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.50 and above are awarded $1000. 
Kevin A. Alleger, '89, Rapid City, SD 
Carla J . Anderson, '90, Morris 
Kari L. Anderson, '89, Duluth 
Kelly M. Anderson, '90, Minneapolis 
Michele L. Antinozzi, '90, Minneapolis 
Patricia K. Appel, '90, Aitkin 
Alan E. Arndt, '89, Ortonville 
Susan K. Arnold, '88, Appleton 
Candelaria Arredondo, '90, Chicago, IL 
Gustavo J . Arroyo, '90, Chicago, IL 
Mary M. Atkinson, '90, Freeport 
Thomas A. Bach, '90, Henderson 
Julie A. Banks, '90, St. Louis Park 
Debra L. Beal, '90, Blaine 
Kimberly A. Seeney, '90, Farmington 
Michelle D. Berg, '90 , Belview 
Jana K. Betzler, '90, Princeton 
Trent L. Blinkman, '90, Truman 
Cherie L. Boegeman, '90, Shakopee 
John C. Boehnke, '90, Bellingham 
Lylas M. Boonstra, '89, Spicer 
Kimberly L. Bowen, '90, Wadena 
Brenda A. Brandt, '90, Kimball 
Carrie J . Braun, '90, Alexandria 
Stacey J . Breidenbach, '90, Mitchell, SD 
Kerry J. Brelje, '90, Glencoe 
Dennis J . Brueni, '90, Dickinson, ND 
Carol E. Buchholz, '90, Barnesville 
Aaron W. Buesing, '90, Marshall 
Eric A. Burrell, '90, Chicago, IL 
Regina A. Callies, '90, Foley 
Paul M. Cebulla, '90, Browerville 
Ellen M. Chalifoux, '90 , Cottage Grove 
Jonathan C. Clapp, '90, Roseville 
Cort S. Coburn, '90, Minneapolis 
Paulette A. Creswell, '89, Kerkhoven 
Daniel W. Croonquist, '88, Golden Valley 
Kevin D. Cushman, '90, Ottertail 
Cathlene A. Czub, '90, Stone Lake, WI 
Bruce A. Determan, '89, Sisseton, SD 
Tracy L. Diekmann, '90, Beardsley 
Dana K. Donahue, '90, St. Paul 
Joel A. Drewes, '90, Morris 
Melissa J . Dunlavy, '88, Willmar 
James S. Dyer, '88, St. Paul 
Amy A. Eischen, '88, Comfrey 
Daniel I. Elhard, '88, Northome 
Anne M. Ellis, '90, Vacaville, CA 
Dawn R. Engebretson, '90, Rockford 
Lynda K. Felland, '90, White Bear Lake 
Gregory M. Foss, '90, Young America 
Kelly N. Frisbie, '90, Sebeka 
Gregory W. Fritz, '90, New Effington, SD 
Patrice D. Futrell, '90, Chicago, IL 
Miguel A. Garay, '90, Chicago, IL 
Jose S . Garcia, '90, Chicago, IL 
Brenda L. Gerads, '90, Freeport 
Jacqueline L. Geurtz, '90, Clara City 
Timothy H. Gilk, '90, Eden Prairie 
Jennifer A. Ginkel, '90, Hutchinson 
Laura B. Gleason, '90, Milwaukee, WI 
James N. Gramke, '90, Melrose 
Amy J . Grams, '90, Walnut Grove 
Gayle E. Grant, '90, Jeffers 
Julianne B. Graupman, '90, Nicollet 
Melissa M. Groebner, '90, Springfield 
Cristin G. Gross, '90, Watertown, SD 
Jon A. Gubrud, '90, Canby 
Ross M. Gutknecht, '90, Howard Lake 
Genevieve M. Haggerty, '90, Garretson, SD 
Kari J . Halverson, '88, Kerkhoven 
Thomas L. Halverson, '90, Magnolia 
Thomas M. Hanson, '90, Minnetonka 
David A. Harbeck, '90, Inver Grove Heights 
Jacqueline R. Hasvold, '90 , Aberdeen, SD 
Diane M. Heid, '90, Pierz 
Scott R. Hemmelgarn, '90, Anoka 
Craig S. Herman, '90, Detroit Lakes 
Jose G. Hernandez, '90, Chicago, IL 
Scott M. Herrmann, '90, Anoka 
Joseph H. Hoopman, '90, Austin 
Dougas P. Host, '90, Browerville 
Marlene L. Hubbell, '90, Princeton 
Brian H. Hukriede, '90, Avon 
Kathryn A. Hummel, '90, Alberta 
Carmen R. Iverson, '90, Ortonville 
Brian J . Janitschke, '90, St. Paul 
Patrick C. Jensen, '90, Albert Lea 
Jennifer S. Johnson, '90, Hoffman 
Norren B. Jonason, '90, Battle Lake 
Mary M. Jones, '89, Herman 
Michelle R. Jorgensen, '90, Montrose, SD 
Rebecca M. Kampa, '90, Foley 
Amy M. Karsten, '90, Worthington 
Jennifer R. Klimek, '90, Osakis 
Jacqueline R. Knaak, '89, Lewisville 
Virginia P. Kolb, '90, St. Paul 
Robin R. Koltes, '90, Campbell 
Kwan F. Koo, '90, Glencoe 
Christopher P. Kopel, '90, Donnelly 
Jeffrey A. Korman, '90, Eden Valley 
Kelly J. Kroll , '90, St. Joseph 
Jeffrey D. Lake, '90, Menahga 
Jodie A. Landwehr, '90, Hancock 
Thomas F. Langworthy, '90, Mapleton 
Jon E. Larson, '90, Albert Lea 
Vu A. Le, '90, Lauderdale 
Rodney W. Leman, '90, Roseville 
TraciL. Lenz, '88, Benson 
Curtis A. Leyk, '90, Grey Eagle 
Pamela R. Lindow, '90, Nevis 
Michael P. Lissick, '90, St. Paul 
Debra C. Loch, '90, Eden Valley 
John H. Lorentz, '90, Fargo, ND 
Daniel S. Loven, '89 , Dayton 
Lynette J . Lund, '90, North Branch 
Ronald C. Lundebrek, '90, Benson 
Richard W. Lunz, '90, Paynesville 
Sovannhang Mak, '90, Minneapolis 
Vern M. Malone, '90, Wadena 
Kristine K. Marshall, '90, Grove City 
Natalie A Marthaler, '89, Osakis 
Debra M. McNally, '90, Morris 
Jose A Medina, '90, Chicago, IL 
Karen M. Mehelich, '90 , Sauk Centre 
Lori G. Middelstadt , '90, Elk River 
Diane B. Middendorf, '90, Sauk Centre 
Gina B. Mikolai, '90, Blue Earth 
Staci L. Mittelsteadt, '90 , Janesville 
Patricia A Morris, '90, Edina 
Ruth E. Mossberg, '90, Spicer 
Bethany P. Moulton, '90, Watertown 
Lisa M. Mueller, '90 , Princeton 
Michael D. Murphy, '90, Eagle, WI 
Jodi L. Mutnansky, '89, Goodridge 
Paula M. Mutnansky, '90 , Goodridge 
Dana L. Nelson, '90, Nevis 
Michelle L. Nelson , '90 , Cedar 
Gerrilyn R. Norsby, '90, Eagan 
David J . Notch, '90, Paynesville 
Kevin R. Novotny, '90, Albany 
Sheila A Ochocki, '90 , Hendricks 
Richard J . Odeen, '90, St. Paul 
Bradley D. Odegard, '90, Granite Falls 
Eric P. Ondler, '90, Detroit Lakes 
Dawn A. Otto, '90, Redwood Falls 
Rodney E. Pagel , '90, Haynes, ND 
Kelly J . Paquin , '90, Rogers 
Elizabeth A Pederson, '90, Canby 
Alice M. Pegel, '90, Chicago, IL 
Arnold L. Peoples, '90, St. Louis, MO 
Lynn M. Petermeier, '90, Watertown 
April A Peterson, '90, Champlin 
Jodi L. Peterson, '90, Eagle Bend 
Suzanne M. Pfeifer, '90, Thief River Falls 
Karlain M. Piotter, '90, Windom 
Bridgette M. Poss , '90 , East Grand Forks 
Karen _M. Radke, '90 , Albert Lea 
Laura M. Rand, '89 , Webster, SD 
Nancy J . Ransom, '90, Marietta 
Craig A Rees, '90, St. Paul 
LeAnn K. Richardson, '90, Tracy 
Kevin J . Ricker, '90, Albany 
David L. Riley, '90, Watertown, SD 
Patrick J . Roach, '90, Faribault 
Francis E. Robeck, '90, St. Michael 
Michelle A Roppe , '90, Brooklyn Park 
Christine K. Rossberg, '90, Brooklyn Park 
Scott P. Saffert, '90, Springfield 
Ryan D. Sarenpa, '90, Eden Prairie 
Elizabeth L. Sawyer, '88, Walker 
Mark 0 . Schaffer, '90, Ashton, SD 
Jana M. Schapekahm, '90, New Ulm 
Brenda S. Scherer, '90, Sleepy Eye 
Steve C. Schmaedeke, '90, St. Paul 
Wayne A Schmeichel, '90, Milbank, SD 
Brenda L. Schrupp, '89 , Norwood 
Laura A Schultz, '90, Montevideo 
Lori E. Schwenn, '90 , Milbank, SD 
Robert G. Seward, '90 , Renville 
Joanne M. Shaw, '88, Kerkhoven 
Kristin N. Shoberg, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Nanci A Sifferath , '90, Farmington 
Valeri J. Sitz, '90, Park Rapids 
Jeffrey L. Skarphol, '90, Springfield 
Paul W. Snyder, '90, Campbell 
Richard J . Spartz , '90, Luverne 
Carmen E. Stangeland, '90, New Effington, SD 
Connie I. Stangler, '90 , Albany 
Kimberly S. Stark, '90, Albert Lea 
Sharon L. Stefonek, '90, Rhinelander, WI 
Matt T. Stephens, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Darin L. St. Germain, '90, Argyle 
Derek J. Stoeckel, '90, Minneapolis 
Paula R. Stoltenberg, '90, Luverne 
Kristann B. Strobel, '90, Morris 
Violet M. Struss, '90, Akeley 
Brett A Stueland, '90, Forest Lake 
Saia K. Swain, '90, Hot Springs, SD 
Diane K. T ebben, '88, Clara City 
Daniel J . Tepley, '90, Swanville 
Scott G. Terhaar, '90, Foreston 
Kathleen M. T erryll, '90, Shafer 
Mark G . Thedin , '90, Morris 
Linda L. Thompson, '90, Milan 
Julie R. Toft, '89, Ivanhoe 
Robert A Torgerson, '90, St. Paul 
Nur A Touba, '90, Mound 
Paula S. Trisko, '90, Sauk Centre 
George R. Vacek, '90, Hutchinson 
Ismael Valle, '90, Chicago, IL 
John A Voit, '90, Mahnomen 
David D. Volkman, '90, Waterville 
Nancy K. Walsh, '90, Park Rapids 
Therese A Weber, '90, Milbank, SD 
James T . Weglewski, '90, Maple Grove 
Dan J . Weisbeck, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Jennifer A Weishair, '90, Sauk Centre 
Ted J . Wenker, '90, Villard 
Lisa A Westgard, '90, Albany 
Christine M. Windorski, '88, Merrifield 
Robin J . Wolf, '90, Backus 
Darin C . Yost, '90, Minneota 
Steven A Young, '90, Cyrus 
Troy D. Zieske, '90, Granite Falls 
Andrea M. Zinda, '90, Alexandria 
Raymond A Zurn , '90, Morris 
Chancellor's Scholarship Award 
The University of Minnesota, Morris has instituted a Chancellor's Scholarship Program for Freshmen. Freshmen 
graduating in the upper 20% of their high school class are awarded $500. 
Karla R. Ause , '90, Red Wing 
Jeffrey G. Bard, '90, Duluth 
Kathryn J . Barthel , '90, Princeton 
Julie C. Baum, '90, Huron, SD 
Michael J . Boster , '90, Mora 
James A. Brevig, '90, Hugo 
Barbara K. Bush, '90, Redfield, SD 
Tammy J . Carda, '90, Bagley 
Xiong P. Chang, '90, Minneapolis 
Kristine L. Ewy, '90, Deer Creek 
Raul Flores, '90, Chicago, IL 
Brent T. Freeman, '90, Robb 
Tonya D. Freeman, '90, Minneapolis 
Beth K. Geske, '90, Wabasso 
Anita K. Golden, '90, Chicago, IL 
Dawn A. Greenwald , '90, Waterville 
Mary J . Hagstrom, '90, Morris 
Christopher C. Hanson, '90, Benson 
Christopher G. Happel, '90, Frasee 
David W. Hein, '90, New Berlin, WI 
Greta M. Heismeyer, '90, Estelline, SD 
Lynne M. Henrichsen, '90, Pierre , SD 
Patrick M. Herding, '90, Moorhead 
Justin S. Heyl, '90, Rollingston 
Daryl L. Huck, '90 , Russell 
Suzette L. Jamison , '90 , Burnsville 
Patricia J . Jensen, '90, Marine 
Karrie L. Johnson , '90, Hinckley 
Matt R. Johnson , '90 , Madison 
Patrick E. Kalk , '90, Battle Lake 
Brad R. Kalliomaa , '90, Oconomowoc, WI 
Wade T. Landa , '90, Tracy 
Lewis B. Lempiainen, '90, Menahga 
Kimberly A. Lesher, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Sue A. Littrell, '90, Warner, SD 
Alfredo Lozano, '90, Chicago, IL 
Bill D. Magnuson , '90, Park Rapids 
Michael J. Mahoney, '90, Morris 
Kimberly C. Massmann, '90, Clarissa 
Samantha R. Mattson , '90, Glenwood 
Myrna G . Mendoza, '90, Chicago, IL 
Dean G . Meyer, '90, Melrose 
Venetia A. Miller, '90, Chicago, IL 
Michael C. Mills, '90, Battle Lake 
Darin L. Mix, '90, Glenwood 
Amanda L. Moore , '90, Buffalo Lake 
Sandra J. Mueller, '90, Plymouth 
Sandra K. Nelson , '90, Ashby 
Steven A. Neuman, '90, Wentworth , SD 
Jeffrey D. Olson, '90, Verndale 
Richard A. Ostendorf, '90, Freeport 
Gregory C . Paffel, '90, Elk River 
Kristine M. Peikert, '90, South Haven 
Krista L. Petersen, '90, Minneapolis 
Amphone Phetphrachanh, '90, Minneapolis 
John S. Pippert, '90, Nassau 
Valerie J. Pompe, '90, Spicer 
Jeffrey W. Riser, '90, Morris 
Roxanne K. Roelike, '90, Freeport 
Marree J . Rossow, '90, Windom 
Craig J . Santer, '90, Anoka 
Douglas J . Schluender, '90, Osakis 
Jeffrey R. Schmidt, '90, Windom 
David J . Seckinger, '90, Kimball 
Mark R. Sonstegard, '90, Howard Lake 
Teresa D. Stricker, '90, Alberta 
Denise A. Sundholm, '90 , Albert Lea 
Kevin D. Swift, '90, Waterville 
Travis M. Ternus, '90, Dent 
Bart A. Thielbar, '90, Hardwick 
Cindy B. Vanbatvia , '90, Glenwood 
Theresa J . Vanderwerf, '90, Windom 
Brenda L. Volker, '90, Sleepy Eye 
Cassandra J . Welch, '90, St . Cloud 
Jennifer K. Westlin, '90, Thief River Falls 
Jodi F. Wilson, '90, Sebeka 
Karie R. Wolff, '90, Little Falls 
Jeffrey S . Zick, '90, Lucan 
Additional Scholarships 
Ester Kroening Scholarship 
Carla J. Anderson, '90, Morris 
Elmer C. Rostedt Memorial Scholarship 
Deanne F. Anderson, '90, Kensington 
Helen & Carl Iversen Scholarship 
Deanne F. Anderson, '90, Kensington 
Kensington Lion's Club Scholarship 
Gloria M. Andreasen, '90, Kensington 
Aitkin Iron Works, Inc. Scholarship 
Patricia K. Appel , '90, Aitkin 
Health Career Scholarship 
Kathryn J. Barthel, '90, Princeton 
Farmington Lion's Club Scholarship 
Kimberly A. Seeney, '90, Farmington 
Farmington Education Association Scholarship 
Kimberly A. Seeney, '90, Farmington 
Walker Forge, Inc. Scholarship 
Deborah S. Berner, '89, Racine, WI 
Wadena Rotary Scholarship 
Kimberly L. Bowen, '90, Wadena 
Sweetman Scholarship 
Holly C. Boyer, '89, Aitkin 
Miss Minnesota Pageant Scholarship 
Jill M. Bregel, '87, Windom 
Hillard and Blanche Holm Scholarship 
Kerry J . Brelje, '90, Glencoe 
AAL All-College Scholarship 
Penny J . Bruns, '87, Gibbon 
Wallace Regnier Memorial Award Scholarship 
Aaron W. Buesing, '90, Marshall 
Wesley United Methodist Endowed Scholarship 
Aaron W. Buesing, '90, Marshall 
Schotl Foundation Scholarship 
Aaron W . Buesing, '90, Marshall 
Chicago Junior Association of Commerce and 
Industries Scholarship 
Veronica L. Burt, '89, Chicago, IL 
Tozer Foundation, Inc. Scholarship 
Ellen M. Chalifoux, '90, Cottage Grove 
Spearfish Memorial Scholarship 
Jeffrey W. Delaney, '90, Spearfish, SD 
Albert L. Steinke Trust Scholarship 
Sheryl M. Dewitte, '89, Holland 
St. Francis Senior High School Scholarship 
Scott A. Diedrich, '90, Cedar 
Catholic Aid Association Scholarship 
Amy A. Eischen, '88, Comfrey 
Lake Region Hospital Career Scholarship 
Glen A. Eisenhuth, '88, Fergus Falls 
PEO Sisterhood Fine Arts Memorial Award 
Scholarship 
Anne M. Ellis, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Elks Foundation "Most Valuable Student" 
Scholarship 
Anne M. Ellis, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Homer Surbeck Scholarship 
Anne M. Ellis, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Foley Medical Center Scholarship 
Joel M. Foss, '89, Foley 
Lutheran Brotherhood Scholarship 
Richard S . Fredrickson, '88, Renville 
Eden Prairie Foundation Scholarship 
Timothy H. Gilk, '90, Eden Prairie 
The Rouse Company Scholarship 
Laura B. Gleason, '90, Milwaukee, WI 
Catholic Aid Association Scholarship 
James N. Gramke, '90, Melrose 
AAL All-College Scholarship 
Julianne B. Graupman, '90, Nicollet 
ITW Scholarship 
James A. Greene, '88, Alexandria 
Northern States Power Company Scholarship 
Dionne M. Grigsby, '89, Minneapolis 
Allen R. Mitchell Scholarship 
Cristin G. Gross, '90, Watertown, SD 
Mora Federation of Teachers Scholarship 
Paul L. Gross, '90, Mora 
Blanche Doolittle Trust Scholarship 
Kathleen A. Gundvaldson, '90, Sioux Falls, SD 
Frank J . Miller Scholarship 
Kathleen A. Gundvaldson, '90, Sioux Falls, SD 
Tozer Foundation, Inc. Scholarship 
Daniel H. Gustafson, '87, Mora 
John E. Solem Scholarship 
Genevieve M. Haggerty, '90, Garretson, SD 
American Business Women Scholarship 
Genevieve M. Haggerty, '90, Garretson, SD 
IAPES Scholarship 
Jacqueline R. Hasvold, '90, Aberdeen, SD 
St. Francis Senior High School Scholarship 
Scott R. Hemmelgarn, '90, Anoka 
Harriet Woodard Thomas Scholarship 
Lynne M. Henrichsen, '90, Pierre, SD 
Knights of Columbus Scholarship 
Lynne M. Henrichsen, '90, Pierre, SD 
Outstanding Young Adult Scholarship 
Craig S. Herman, '90, Detroit Lakes 
Detroit Lakes Dollars for Scholars Scholarship 
Craig C. Herman, '90, Detroit Lakes 
St. Francis Quarterback Club Scholarship 
Scott M. Herrmann, '90, Anoka 
St. Francis Basketball Association Scholarship 
Scott M. Herrmann, '90, Anoka 
AFL-CIO Scholarship 
Marlene L. Hubbell, '90, Princeton 
Russell PTO Scholarship 
Daryl L. Huck, '90, Russell 
Ken Schrom Scholarship 
Brian H. Hukriede, '90, Avon 
Avon State Bank Scholarship 
Brian H. Hukriede, '90, Avon 
Rainbow Girls Scholarship 
Kathryn A. Hummel, '90, Alberta 
Thermo Serv Inc . Scholarship 
Kristine M. Hutchens, '89, Coon Rapids 
A. R. Wood Educational Trust Scholarship 
Ellen M. Jarchow, '89, Luverne 
Tozer Foundation, Inc. Scholarship 
Erik 0 . Jensen, '88, Marine 
The Colonial Dames of America Scholarship 
Andrea C . Joplin, '88, Odessa 
Timpte Industries Inc. Scholarship 
Sherri L. Kammerlander, '89, Lafayette 
Foley High School Student Council Scholarship 
Rebecca M. Kampa, '90, Foley 
Cargill Program for Rural America Scholarship 
Amy M. Karsten, '90, Worthington 
Chapter Awards Program Scholarship 
Amy M. Karsten, '90, Worthington 
Worthington Chapter Scholarship 
Amy M. Karsten, '90, Worthington 
Kiwanis Educational Foundation, Inc. 
Scholarship 
Amy M. Karsten, '90, Worthington 
Osakis Scholarship 
Jennifer R. Klimek, '90, Osakis 
Louis A. Roberg Memorial Scholarship 
Jeffrey A. Korman, '90, Eden Valley 
Jay Negaard Scholarship 
Kelly J . Kroll, '90, St. Joseph 
Louis A. Roberg Memorial Scholarship 
Mark L. Kuehl, '90, Litchfield 
Modern Woodmen of America Scholarship 
Karen K. Kusler, '89, Aberdeen, SD 
Albert L. Steinke Trust Scholarship 
David L. Lammers, '90, Pipestone 
Tozer Foundation, Inc. Scholarship 
Bruce P . Lanoue, '89, Mora 
Naeve Health Care Scholarship 
Jon E. Larson, '90, Albert Lea 
PTO Scholarship 
Jon E. Larson, '90, Albert Lea 
Norwest Company Scholarship 
Mark R. Lerom, '87, Richfield 
Harold Rossetti Memorial Scholarship 
Pamela R. Lindow, '90, Nevis 
Study Club "Desire to Further Education" 
Scholarship 
Pamela R. Lindow, '90, Nevis 
H. A. Hagg Scholarship 
John C . Livermore, :90, Clarkfield 
Louis A. Roberg Memorial Scholarship 
Debra C. Loch, '90, Eden Valley 
EV-W Student Council Scholarship 
Debra C. Loch, '90, Eden Valley 
National Honor Society Scholarship 
John H. Lorentz , '90, Fargo, ND 
Toro Scholarship 
Michael A. Luebben, '90, Heron Lake 
Spring Lake Lutheran Church Scholarship 
Lynette J. Lund, '90, North Branch 
March of Dimes Pomme de Terre Health Career 
Scholarship 
Ronald C. Lundebrek, '90, Benson 
AAL All-College Scholarship 
Janet M. Lutter , '89, Howard Lake 
Bill Scheerer Memorial Scholarship 
Bill D. Magnuson, '90, Park Rapids 
Sebeka Scholarship Foundation Scholarship 
Vern M. Malone, '90, Wadena 
Louis A. Roberg Memorial Scholarship 
Kristine K. Marshall, '90, Grove City 
Steinke Perpetual Trust Fund Scholarship 
Cynthia A. Marthaler , '89, Pipestone 
Albert L. Steinke Trust Scholarship 
Keith R. Marthaler, '90, Pipestone 
George M. Pullman Educational Foundation 
Scholarship 
Anthony C . Mazie, '88, Chicago, IL 
Arthur C . Jacobson Scholarship 
Tammy J. McBride, '88, Windom 
Dollars for Scholars Scholarship 
Karen M. Mehelich, '90, Sauk Centre 
Kelly & Lisa Memorial Scholarship 
Lori G. Middelstadt , '90, Elk River 
Walter Sorenson Memorial Scholarship 
Lori G. Middelstadt, '90, Elk River 
Century III Leadership Scholarship 
Lori G. Middelstadt , '90, Elk River 
T empco Scholarship 
Karla A. Miller , '89, Elko 
The American Legion Certificate of Scholarship 
Staci L. Mittelsteadt, '90, Janesville 
E. F. Johnson Foundation Award Scholarship 
Staci L. Mittelsteadt , '90, Janesville 
The Pillsbury Co./Green Giant Co. Scholarship 
Amanda L. Moore, '90, Buffalo Lake 
Eastern Star Scholarship 
Amanda L. Moore, '90, Buffalo Lake 
Joseph Diethelm Memorial Fund Scholarship 
Bethany P. Moulton, '90, Watertown 
Eagle Lion's Club Scholarship 
Michael D. Murphy, '90, Eagle, WI 
John S. Johnson Memorial Education Fund 
Scholarship 
Byron D. Nelson, '89, Mankato 
Dakota Clinic Scholarship 
Dana L. Nelson, '90, Nevis 
St. Francis Senior High School Scholarship 
Michelle L. Nelson, '90, Cedar 
Virginia Horton Anderson Music Scholarship 
Vincent D. Oliva, '90, Ortonville 
Arthur C. Jacobson Scholarship 
Troy L. Osland, '89, Windom 
Track Scholarship 
Gregory C . Paffel, '90, Elk River 
Les Bird Award Scholarship 
Rodney E. Pagel, '90, Haynes, ND 
Lloyd Schoeder Memorial Scholarship 
Rodney E. Pagel, '90, Haynes, ND 
Otter Tail Power Company Scholarship 
Elizabeth A. Pederson, '90, Canby 
Benjamin Trust Scholarship 
Alice M. Pegel, '90, Chicago, IL 
Dassel-Cokato High School Scholarship 
Kristine M. Peikert, '90, South Haven 
American Legion Post 99 Scholarship 
Krista L. Petersen, '90, Minneapolis 
Arthur C . Jacobson Scholarship 
Karlain M. Piotter, '90, Windom 
Pillsbury Company Foundation's Scholarship 
Bridgette M. Poss, '90, East Grand Forks 
American Region Speech Award Scholarship 
Bridgette M. Poss, '90, East Grand Forks 
Ida Bliss Memorial Scholarship 
Karen M. Radke, '90, Albert Lea 
Robert J. Keith Scholarship 
Janet A. Reiter , '87, Henderson 
Kiwanis Scholarship 
LeAnn K. Richardson, '90, Tracy 
Ross Howey Memorial Award Scholarship 
David L. Riley, '90, Watertown, SD 
Sec. State Bank of St. Michael Scholarship 
Francis E. Robeck, '90, St. Michael 
Knights Inn Scholarship 
Francis E. Robeck, '90, St. Michael 
Flora Rogge Memorial Scholarship 
Michelle A. Rappe, '90, Brooklyn Park 
William C . Doherty Scholarship 
Michelle A. Rappe, '90, Brooklyn Park 
First Bank System Awards Program Scholarship 
Christine K. Rossberg, '90, Brooklyn Park 
Masonic Lodge Scholarship 
Scott P . Saffert, '90, Springfield 
Springfield Education Association Scholarship 
Scott P. Saffert, '90, Springfield 
Allen Kettner Scholarship 
Scott P . Saffert, '90, Springfield 
Masonic Lodge Scholarship 
Barbara J. Sayles, '90, Clinton 
Norwest Company Scholarship 
Kim S. Schaap, '89, Hadley 
National Dollars for Scholars (CSFA) 
Scholarship 
Brenda S. Scherer, '90, Sleepy Eye 
Burlington Northern Railroad Scholarship 
Jay D. Schmidgall, '89, Hancock 
Coors Veterans' Memorial Scholarship 
Jay D. Schmidgall, '89, Hancock 
Aquatennial Academic Scholarship 
Janet K. Schotzko, '87, Sleepy Eye 
Tozer Foundation, Inc. Scholarship 
Rebecca S . Schuldt, '89, Mora 
Math Contest Scholarship 
Robert G. Seward, '90, Renville 
Renville Town & Country Booster Club 
Scholarship 
Robert G . Seward, '90, Renville 
Madison Education Association Scholarship 
Mark L. Shelstad, '90, Madison 
Homer Surbeck Scholarship 
Kristin N. Shoberg, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Bill Scheerer Memorial Scholarship 
Valeri J . Sitz, '90, Park Rapids 
Albert L. Steinke Trust Scholarship 
Charles A. Smith, '89, Pipestone 
First American Bank/ Otto Bremer Foundation 
Scholarship 
Paul W. Snyder, '90, Campbell 
Alphear Male Chorus Music Scholarship 
Paul W. Snyder, '90, Campbell 
Howard Lake-Waverly Letterclub Scholarship 
Mark R. Sonstegard, '90, Howard Lake 
Dollars for Scholars Scholarship 
Richard J . Spartz, '90, Luverne 
A. R. Wood Educational Trust Scholarship 
Richard J . Spartz, '90, Luverne 
Episcopal Churchwomen Diocese of Minnesota 
Scholarship 
David R. Stagg, '88, Detroit Lakes 
Halverson PT A Scholarship 
Kimberly S. Stark, '90, Albert Lea 
United Methodist Church Scholarship 
Kimberly S. Stark, '90, Albert Lea 
Brian V. Dobbs Memorial Scholarship 
Sharon L. Stefonek, '90, Rhinelander, WI 
Friends of Three Lakes High School 
Scholarship 
Sharon L. Stefonek, '90, Rhinelander, WI 
Elks National Foundation Scholarship 
Matt T. Stephens, '90, Rapid City, SD 
South Dakota Young Agent Scholarship 
Matt T. St<:!phens, '90, Rapid City, SD 
First Bank Scholarship 
Matt T . Stephens, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Homer Surbeck Scholarship 
Matt T. Stephens, '90, Rapid City, SD 
American Legion Scholarship 
Darin L. St. Germain, '90, Argyle 
A. R. Wood Educational Trust Scholarship 
Paula R. Stoltenberg, '90, Luverne 
A. R. Wood Educational Trust Scholarship 
Bart A. Thielbar, '90, Hardwick 
Oscar Gunderson Memorial Scholarship 
Cindy B. Vanbatvia, '90, Glenwood 
Waterama Scholarship 
Cindy B. Vanbatvia, '90, Glenwood 
Toro Company Scholarship 
Theresa J . Vanderwerf, '90, Windom 
Stanhome Inc. Scholarship 
Douglas D. Van Mare! , '89, Beaver Creek 
PREA Scholarship 
Nancy K. Walsh, '90, Park Rapids 
Glessing Athletic Scholarship 
Steven J. Walsh, '90, Waverly 
Crow's Hybrid Scholarship 
Gretchen M. Ward, '88, Chatfield 
Albert L. Steinke Trust Scholarship 
Michael J . Weatherly, '88, Holland 
Homer Surbeck Scholarship 
Dan J . Weisbeck, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Steven Murphy Memorial Scholarship 
Dan J . Weisbeck, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Pat Wyckoff Memorial Scholarship 
Dan J . Weisbeck, '90, Rapid City, SD 
Masonic Lodge Scholarship 
Kari A. Wersal, '88, Springfield 
Ken Schrom Scholarship 
Lisa A. Westgard, '90, Albany 
Robert Hausken Memorial Scholarship 
Jon P. Willgohs, '90, Wahpeton 
Mr. Minnesota Teen Scholarship 
James M. Williamson, '87, Appleton 
Dorothy & Walter Ross Memorial 
Scholarship 
Elizabeth A. Wilson, '91, Mound 
Miss Minnesota Pageant Scholarship 
Jodi F. Wilson, '90, Sebeka 
Sebeka West Wing Workroom Group 
Scholarship 
Jodi F. Wilson, '90, Sebeka 
Sebeka Citizens Scholar Foundation 
Scholarship 
Jodi F. Wilson, '90, Sebeka 
Pacific Foundation Scholarship 
Christine M. Windorski, '88, Merrifield 
Catholic Aid Association Scholarship 
Timothy P. Windschitl, '89, Comfrey 
Dubow Family Scholarship 
Karie R. Wolff, '90, Little Falls 
Math Contest Scholarship 
Darin C. Yost, '90, Minneota 
Eagles Award Scholarship 
Darin C. Yost, '90, Minneota 
Minnesota Manor Scholarship 
Darin C. Yost, '90, Minneota 
Belgrade-Elrosa Citizens Scholarship 
Todd J . Ziemer, '90, New London 
Dollars for Scholars Scholarship 
Andrea M. Zinda, '90, Alexandria 
Catholic Aid Association Scholarship 
Raymond A. Zurn, '90, Morris 
American Academic Apparel 
American academic apparel goes back in its essential features to the middle ages. The oldest northern European universities 
grew out of church schools. Both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and wore clerical garb based upon 
monastic dress routinely, rather than merely on special occasions. 
The head covering, developed from the skull cap, acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. In Europe 
the bonnet with tassel is still worn, but has been replaced in America by the mortar board with tassel. 
The hood was originally worn over the head in bad weather and otherwise dropped onto the shoulders like a monk's cowl. 
First worn by both faculty and students, the hood became restricted to graduates in the early sixteenth century. Today the 
hood is lined with the official colors of the alma mater. In addition , the borders of most hoods are colored according to the 
scholarly field of the wearer. Some hood border colors are: maize (agriculture) , white (arts, letters, humanities) , drab 
(business) , copper (economics) , light blue (education) , brown (fine arts) , crimson (journalism) , purple (law) , lemon (library 
science) , pink (music), apricot (nursing) , silver gray (speech), dark blue (philosophy), sage green (physical education) , salmon 
pink (public health) , golden yellow (science) , cream (social science), citron (social work) , and scarlet (theology). 
The gown seems to have been borrowed from the Benedictine monk's habit. In the middle ages , undergraduates , bachelors 
and masters could be distinguished by the simplicity or elaborateness of their gowns. The master's gowns were often furred , a 
decoration surviving as the three velvet bars now used on the voluminous sleeves of the doctoral gown. 
On the Cover: 
The Official Seal of the University of Minnesota Board of Regents includes an antique lamp, representing the metaphysical 
sciences; a telescope, representing the physical sciences; a plough, the industrial arts; and the palette and brushes , the fine 
arts. 
The motto in Latin encircling these symbols is "Commune Vinculum Omnibus Artibus," translated as "a common bond for 
all the arts ." 
Included in this program are the names of candidates eligible for graduation at the time of printing. The degree is officially 
granted after the final grades haue been recorded and successful completion of all graduation requirements has been verified. 
The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have access to its programs, 
facilities , and employment without regard to race, creed, color, sex, handicap or national origin. 
Program Coordinated and Prepared by University Relations Staff in conjunction with UMM Records Office, Admissions and 
Financial Aids Office and Functions and Awards Committee. 
Printed by UMM Duplicating Services. 
The University of Minnesota} Morris 1887-1987 
A century as an educational site 
In 1987, the University of Minnesota, Morris commemorates the centennial year that the campus 
has been the site of an educational institution. One hundred years ago, in 1887, the Morris Indian School 
officially opened under the guidance of Mother Mary Joseph and the Sisters of Mercy. Although they 
had arrived in Morris a year earlier with plans to open a parochial school, Mother Mary Joseph saw the 
proximity to the Indian as offering an avenue to pursue one of her other strong interests - that of 
providing religious and basic education to Indian children. The school, which enrolled 103 students at its 
peak in the 1890s, offered an opportunity to learn to read and write and learn the "industries," which, for 
girls, included cooking, sewing, and the like, and, for boys, working in the fields and tending livestock. 
Although it afforded a spartan existence, the children were provided with three meals a day and 
adequate facilities. 
By 1896, however, budget cuts forced the sale of the school for $15,000 to the government. It 
remained an Indian School, and enrollment reached a high of 202 in 1901-02. The school eventually 
included 15 buildings, only one of which remains today - Old Music Hall, now the only building on 
campus to be included on the National Historical Register. By 1909, the political tide shifted away from 
an interest in providing Indian boarding education and the institution was closed. 
In 1910, a new era began when area boosters convinced legislators and the University of Minnesota 
to open the West Central School of Agriculture here. As an agricultural high school, the campus served 
young men and women throughout the region until 1959, when, by action of the Board of Regents, the 
campus became a four-year liberal arts college. At first an "experiment," based on the dream of 
providing a small-campus, quality liberal arts program within the larger University of Minnesota system, 
the campus soon proved its viability. Today the dream on which it was founded continues to become a 
reality . In recent years, UMM has drawn national attention as a "public ivy," providing a small-campus 
liberal arts learning environment comparable to the finest schools in the country. We have not, 
however, forgotten the first students who came here to learn. The campus continues to offer tuition-free 
education for Native American students, and provides a variety of educational and support services to 
meet their needs . 
A Tribute to the Students of the Morris Indian School 
This drawing, by Matthew Uses Knife , a Studio Art major, is a tribute to the first students to study on what is now 
the site of the UMM campus. Inspired by early photographs of the original Indian school, and its founder, Mother 
Mary Joseph, it is a compassionate portrait symbolizing the young Indians who came here to learn the ways of 
white " civilization. " Uses Knife is a Sioux Indian from the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation in Eagle Butte, South 
Dakota. His work has been featured in galleries in Chicago and Minneapolis. 

